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affect   performance   on   computers,   phishing   schemes   that   can   cheat   employees   into   giving   up   valuable  
information, such as passwords, using social engineering and the time­consuming and costly effect of spam to a  




























meaning that it  normally is  designed to exploit   infected computers for commercial gain. Spyware originally 
started as advertisements (adware) and web monitoring for marketing purposes, but it has since developed to the 














bank or  Ebay,  and asking   the  user   to  visit   the  Web site   to  update   their  personal   information,   for  example 















































Other   legal   requirements   are   the  Western  Australian  Censorship  Laws,  which   according   to  WAIA   (2001) 
prohibits   any   person   from   transmitting   objectionable  material   using   a   computer   service.   Furthermore   the 





Pipkin   (2000,   p.97)   states   that   procedures   are   definitions   of   how   to   implement   the   policies   to   a   specific 
technology.  Procedures are detailed instructions, manuals and standards. However, this paper will not examine 
the specifics of the procedures in detail, but just mentioned some to clarify what is actually needed. 







          
This message has been isolated after activating a rule in the company’s filter. 
Date: 25/08/2005
Triggered Rule : Executables
Sender: sender@company.com.au
Subject: FW: Test message
If you believe this message is a legitimate business related e-mail, you may contact the
Response Centre or REPLY WITH HISTORY to this email and the quarantined message will 
be reviewed for possible release.
This email illustrates how a user is informed about a breach with enough information about the email to reveal if 
the  message   is   still   required.  The  message  also   specifies  how  to   release   the  original  email   should   this  be 
required. The response centre will have specific procedures regarding quarantining and releasing of emails after 
checking the content thoroughly for malware etc.  





















































































to  minimize   impact  and  to  work with   the  various  business  groups   in   tailoring  and perfecting   the   settings. 
Another  important part  in  the implementation strategy was to communicate how the system and procedures 
works and to re­emphasize the policies.  







Email statistics for May 2005
Internet email received Internet email sent % of email received that 
contained malware, SPAM or 
prohibited content







Number of E-mails Quarantined per Month
59466
63086 62980

















































Content Management Statistics for May 2005
E-mails Quarantined by the 
Content Management System 
Emails requested for Release 
and Authorised
% of Emails Quarantined and 
Released
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